The iron regulatory region of ferritin mRNA is also a positive control element for iron-independent translation.
The iron regulatory element (IRE) in the 5'-untranslated region of ferritin mRNA interacts with a specific regulator protein (P-90, IRE-BP, or FRP) to block translation. High cellular iron changes the IRE/P-90 interaction to relax the translational block and allow polyribosome formation. We now show that the IRE and base-paired flanking regions also enhance translation in the absence of P-90, explaining the high translational efficiency of deregulated ferritin mRNA observed previously. The effect of the IRE on translational efficiency was examined by comparing four sets of mRNAs: (1) +/- IRE in animal (frog) ferritin, regulated translationally by iron in vivo; (2) +/- animal IRE fused with plant (soybean) ferritin, regulated transcriptionally by iron in vivo; (3) repositioned IRE in animal ferritin; (4) mutated IRE in animal ferritin with G16A substitution, which decreases P-90 binding (negative control). The IRE region increased translational efficiency of both the animal ferritin and the heterologous IRE/soybean ferritin fusion mRNAs; the effect was observed in cell-free translation systems from either plants (wheat germ) or animals (rabbit reticulocyte). Repositioning the IRE further from the 5' cap eliminated positive control of translation. The single base mutation had no effect, indicating that positive and negative translational control involves different sections of the IRE region. Thus, the IRE region in ferritin mRNA encodes both positive translational control and, when combined with the regulator protein P-90, negative translational control.